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of the same nature and de jure oppositional, deleuze and guattari indicate that de facto they only exist in
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complex mixed forms. moreover, the smooth and the striated work in different domains. if the sea is the
spatial ﬁeld par excellence that brings out smoothness and striation, art is perhaps the project muse theory & event - deleuze, occupy, and the ... - deleuze, occupy, and the actuality of revolution thomas
nail (bio) abstract while the philosophical idea of the return of revolution is becoming increasingly more
popular and relevant today, the current body of literature thinking through it has tended to under-theorize and
often neglect a crucial dimension of this return: the editorial spinoza and precarity in contemporary art editorial spinoza and precarity in contemporary art ‘… the real of contemporary art is situated in
precariousness’ nicolas bourriaud1 in the recent film up in the air (dir. jason reitman, 2009), george clooney
plays ryan binghamand, more recently, frames of war a us executive whose job is to perform ‘career
representation of trauma in contemporary arts - "the representation of trauma in contemporary arts" is a
part of the research that i have been doing for more than ten years in my career as an artist. in this sense, this
research is merely not only a text based research rather it is a visual based research. the investigation of the
theme of trauma represented in the works of art from stuttering and stammering to the diagram:
deleuze ... - this article attends to deleuze and guattari’s idea of a ‘minor literature’ as well as to deleuze’s
concepts of the ﬁgural, probe-heads and the diagram in relation to bacon’s paintings. the paper asks
speciﬁcally what might be usefully taken from this deleuze–bacon encounter for the expanded ﬁeld of
contemporary art practice. gilles deleuze's philosophy of art : the cruelty of affect - gilles deleuze's
philosophy of art: the cruelty of affect a thesis submitted to the department of graphic design and the institute
of fine arts of bİlkent university in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of fine arts by
bülent eken june, 1999 •2t t'.n.ı"r- oıtlty library deleuze and the force of color - megan craig - home deleuze and the force of color megan craig in his 1984 introduction to the english edi- ... deleuze follows the
contemporary impulse ... deleuze prioritizes art in all of his texts, but francis bacon is the sole artist to whom
he de-votes an entire, independent study. ... download empowering philosophy and science with the art
of ... - empowering philosophy and science with the art of love lonergan and deleuze in the light of buddhist
empowering philosophy and science with the art of love lonergan and deleuze in the light of buddhist the
philosophy of humanism - corliss lamont the philosophy of humanism. corliss lamont. eighth edition, revised.
half-moon foundation, inc. what can a body do? - exhibits | haverford college - gilles deleuze famously
grapples with spinoza’s question: “what can a body do?” 3. this exhibition narrows deleuze’s query then,
asking “what can a . disabled. body do?” what does it mean to inscribe a contemporary work of art with
experiences of disability? what shapes or forms can these inscriptions take? how, precisely, contemporary
caribbean writing and deleuze literature ... - contemporary caribbean writing and deleuze literature
between postcolonialism and post continental philosophy bloomsbury literary studies document other than just
manuals as we also make available many user guides, specifications documents, promotional details, setup
documents and more. a note on deleuze and renaissance art - art history professor - a note on deleuze
and renaissance artjavier berzal de dios substance #139, vol. 45, no. 1, 2016 46 47 bacon: the logic of
sensation. a chapter in this book, notably titled “every painter recapitulates the history of painting in his or her
own way…,” presents a brief intervention on the history of western art as such, begin- why does a refrain
always concern the marking of a ... - pgdip in contemporary art history why does a refrain always concern
the marking of a territory and what implications does this have for the concept of art? introductionŠhow to
approach a thousand plateaus? ... deleuze and guattari state that, in general a refrain is ﬁany aggregate of
matters of a study of precariousness in art and philosophy introduction - deleuze’s own ‘nonphilosophy’, and the collaborative work with guattari will be looked at in relation to postmodern art, however
they are informed significantly by leibniz. he argues that leibniz’s work constitutes the grounding of a baroque
philosophy that can also illuminate contemporary art and science. deleuze articulates this deleuze and
architecture - amazon s3 - mark poster and david savat (eds), deleuze and new technology simone bignall
and paul patton (eds), deleuze and the postcolonial stephen zepke and simon o’sullivan (eds), deleuze and
contemporary art laura guillaume and joe hughes (eds), deleuze and the body daniel w. smith and nathan jun
(eds), deleuze and ethics frida beckman (ed.), deleuze ... distant affinities: speculative realism and the
philosophy ... - art and science. here, not only deleuze and sr, but also sr and art, find common ground.
keywords: deleuze, speculative realism, contemporary art, science, nonhuman. although labelled a poststructuralist during his lifetime, gilles deleuze has since been garnering increasing recognition for his efforts to
push philosophy beyond linguistic “where angels fear to tread in deleuze and bateson: on a ... - gilles
deleuze, one of the first and masterful explications of the fold itself, and mieke bal’s quoting caravaggio, which
impressively displays the applicability of the deleuzian baroque onto the seventeenth-century baroque and
contemporary neo-baroque art works, neither of them substantially delves into the way in which gilles
deleuze difference and repetition - within a space of coexistence; the contemporary novelist’s art which
revolves around difference and repetition, not only in its most abstract reflections but also in its effective
techniques; the discovery in a variety of fields of a power peculiar to repetition, a power which also inhabits
the unconscious, language and art. introduction to gilles deleuze's cosmological sensibility introduction to gilles deleuze's cosmological sensibility alain beaulieu — doctor of philosophy, professor,
laurentian university (sudbury, canada) e-mail: abeaulieu@laurentian the deleuzean literature paid relatively
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little attention to the relationships between deleuze and the case for intentionality: matisse and bergson
in cronan ... - diverse as affect theory, psychoanalysis, and phenomenology, art history, literary criticism, film
and media studies, and the art world. what is affective formalism? while the stakes of modernism are central
to the argument of this book, against affective formalism turns to deleuze to answer this question. title: the
post-qualitative shift: deleuze and affective ... - drawing on theories from contemporary art (o’sullivan,
2006), affect and difference (deleuze, 1991; 1994) and theories of art and affect (bennett, 2004; 2010; 2012)
this research examined the potential for the disruption to the virtual (deleuze, 1991) as the memories of and
future desires for schooling and teaching through affective inquiry. deleuzian/guattarian cartographies:
art outside galleries ... - idea of cartographies discussed by gilles deleuze and félix guattari. 2. the catalytic
power of art: gitenis umbrasas’ projects deleuze and guattari oppose the aesthetics of “art for art’s sake.” art
for them is always in life, for life and because of life. they look at art as the refrain of life, as notices stephen
zepke (deleuze & the power as an art of contingency: luhmann, deleuze, foucault - luhmann and gilles
deleuze. the object of this method is to open foucault's analy- ... niklas luhmann's account of autopoietic social
systems, which is perhaps the most sophisticated position in contemporary social theory, seems to ask some
difficult questions of michel foucault's analyses of power. systems theory so ... power as an art of ... from
deleuze to conceptual art: on the demystification of ... - aesthetics and contemporary discourses of this
type of artistic phenomena. however, the text is not intended to respond to deleuze's vision of conceptual art,
but rather to establish a clear line to critically understand conceptual art under the principles and concepts
handled by the french philosopher. delpech-ramey- without art: peter hallward's out of this ... - delpechramey: deleuze and creation jcrt 8.3 (fall 2007) 138 theophany or divine self-revelation. 7 for hallward, this link
undermines the credibility and relevance of deleuze’s thought for contemporary life. 2-the generous ethic of
deleuze - david publishing company - the generous ethic of deleuze ... spain; main research fields: ethics,
deleuze, mindfulness, and contemporary art. david publishing d . the generous ethic of deleuze 465 one
common view is that being ethical is measured according to a transcendent set of values or moral categories.
the key idea in this paper is different. gilles deleuze and the question of an architectural space contemporary theory of architecture has seen the philosophy of gilles deleuze emerge within the context of
architectural discourse and the questions of space. words like ‘smooth’ and ‘striated space’, ‘the fold’ and
‘rhizomes’ are consistently being passed around the seminar tables in academia and can be seen throughout
deleuze and architecture - researchgate - stephen zepke and simon o’sullivan (eds), deleuze and
contemporary art laura guillaume and joe hughes (eds), deleuze and the body daniel w. smith and nathan jun
(eds), deleuze and ethics repetition and the scientific model in art - repetition and the scientific model in
art ... offer fresh insights about the functions of repetition in the work of some contemporary art-ists. just as
repetition calls attention to variation within sameness, the artistic use of analytic ... gilles deleuze points out
important distinctions between static and
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